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Media Buy / The Budget
Monthly Spend. How much traffic will be 
purchased? Budget is entirely up to the 
dealer, should be based on # of vehicles in 
stock on the lot.

Bounce Rate Comparison
The comparative traffic quality in relationship 
to the other top media providers per dealers 
google analytics report average. 

Page View / SRP View / VDP Views
The average number of pages a customer 
viewed while navigating the different areas 
of your dealerships website.

Time On Site
The average amount of time shoppers 
spent looking at VDP’s, SRP’s and other 
areas of your dealerships website.

City Locale
The city in which the traffic originated from 
and its relevance in relationship to your 
dealerships location and or campaign.

Traffic Sustainability
Can the media provider sustain consistent 
quality of traffic over long periods of time to 
insure dealerships growth?

OUR SIX FOCAL POINTS



THE MATH

DealerLeads.com
Introducing

We will show our program's dominating influence 
on our other dealership partners across the U.S. 
month after month, year after year, and hope we 
can fit into your future marketing objectives.

The following slide will show our platform's 
cumulative total for this client. It represents 
the entire time this dealership has been on 
our platform while using Google Analytics 
for tracking, accountability, and transparency.

You won't find cool pictures of pretty people doing 
extraordinary things. There are no pie charts, bar graphs, or 
staircases with lightning bolt arrows pointing upward 
showing how much money you will make. At the end of the 
month, your P&L statement is all about the math, and so is 
this case study.

This Dealer Leads case study involves an up-close, in-depth, and 
detailed investigation of a specific dealership. We attempt to be 
clear, clean, and concise by offering accurate redacted Google 
Analytic views. It's about the math, and we mean that literally.

http://www.dealerleads.com
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2021–2022
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HARD GOAL
CONVERSIONS

DealerLeads.com
Introducing

We use Google Goals to track these goal 
events' completion, then compare our 
conversion rates to our competitors. We 
focus on these metrics in this case study 
and our monthly reporting to our clients. 

A hard goal conversion completion is anytime your 
dealership gets the customer's information. (i.e.), a lead 
form completion from a VDP, a click-to-call, a click-to-
chat, a click-to-text, or any CTA on your website that 
can capture customers' information in some form is 
considered a hard goal conversion. When one of these 
events occurs, Google Analytics records a completion 
under Google Goals.

Let's talk quickly about conversions. We use Google Analytics views 
to track two goal types: hard goal conversions and soft goal 
conversions. 

The Google Analytics dashboard allows an in-
depth comparison of several traffic sources 
simultaneously, based entirely on the math in an 
unbiased reporting platform. In this case study, 
we are looking at hard goal conversions and hard 
goal completion conversion rates.

http://www.dealerleads.com


DEALERLEADS
CONVERSION TRACKING



OUR TRAFFIC &
CITY LOCATION

DealerLeads.com
Introducing

The following two slides document our ability to maintain 
consistent shopper traffic patterns to the dealer's website, as well 
as the originating city location of that traffic.

Traffic sustainability: This metric shows our 
ability to maintain a constant, consistent, reliable 
supply of SHOPPER / CUSTOMER traffic to any 
particular dealership website month after month, 
year after year. These metrics are necessary for a 
dealership to maintain controllable growth patterns 
and predictable inventory turn rates.

City Location: We document our platform's 
consistent, relevant local shopper traffic to the 
dealership's website from locations where the 
dealership can sell cars. It's that simple.

The dealer Leads program provides an 
economically viable, predictable, sustainable, 
trackable program dealers rely on to turn 
inventory quickly and grow their dealerships.

http://www.dealerleads.com


DEALERLEADS
CONSISTENT TRAFFIC
month after month, year after year.



DEALERLEADS
TRAFFIC CITY LOCALE
and the relationship to the dealer’s location



JAN 1 thru MAR 31
1ST QUARTER REPORTING

APR 1 thru JUN 30
2ND QUARTER REPORTING

JUL 1 thru SEP 30

OCT 1 thru DEC 31

LET’S GO
Quarter by Quarter

3RD QUARTER REPORTING

4TH QUARTER REPORTING
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2021 Q1
PERFORMANCE
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2021 Q2
PERFORMANCE
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2021 Q3
PERFORMANCE
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2021 Q4
PERFORMANCE
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2022 Q1
PERFORMANCE
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2022 Q2
PERFORMANCE
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2022 Q3
PERFORMANCE
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2022 Q4
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11 THINGS WE WANT YOU TO KNOW
1. Our clients are the center of our universe.

2. This is usually a CO-OP product. 

3. We know every dealership, demographic and brand is different.

4. OUR EXCLUSIVE PLATFORM delivers twice the quality at half the price.

5. We use AI, ML and Scarcity Algorithms to dominate local markets.

6. Your Google Analytic report transparently documents every shopper we send.

7. Our conversion rates are predictable, trackable, sustainable and some of the highest 
in the automotive industry per Google Analytics.

8. We stay employed month after month because of our conversion rates.

9. We keep it so simple, like stupid simple, it’s just a better mousetrap.

10. Several 7 YEAR case studies, with an average client tenure of 5 1/2 years

11. Over 200 case studies can be viewed here to back up the above statements.
200 case studies a bit obsessive? Maybe, but the goal of these case studies is to educate dealers on our 
ability to deliver as promised, document sustainability and develop trust. We did this to spark your interest and 
ultimately gain your dealership as a member of our 27 year digital automotive family.

Steve Tackett  CEO  818-262-8923View 200 more case studies here...

https://www.dealerleads.com/case-studies/


2023
Thank you for taking the time to 

view this informative Dealer Leads 
partner Case Study.

DEALER LEADS.com

Isn't it time for YOUR  
dealership to  JOIN our family?

(800) 369-3003

Knowledge is power… never stop learning.

Let's get educated, call now.


